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m “MAT!“ OF PROGRAMME 'INSTRUCTIGÍ 

How Much Doe: It Cos't‘! 

Time is money, and training time is money too. Money is'investecl 

in training with the expectation of substantial rewards when the toninee 

becomes proficient. Undoubtedly a good investment, but a peculiar one; for 

in most investments we em at least say how much money is ímalved. But 

how mach money is involved in training, and what are the renan—da'! How” 

ouch does training cost'! the thing at least is cn:-tala - it is amazingly 

difficult to put a monetary yardstick against the value of training. 

. 

more are some factors that are defiritoly to be included in the 

cost of training, the'direct' cost!“ much as the instructor's salary. But 

there are others -— the 'overheada' whose inclusion, and value, clematis 

largely on‘en ed hoe decision. It is such features that melee the coating 

o! my. training method, including progremed instruction, virtually impossible 

to do precisely. Still, on the heels of the 'direct' costs, it should be 

possible to make e start. 

It is convenient to “pente costs into two categories: Developmental 

costs - the cost of the production o! & programe in its final tom. end 

Variable costs - the cost of the programe in operation. The tendency will 

he to express these ee cost por hour per studmt; for, elthoufl: the l'ebsolu‘te'
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cost is useful when deciding how ouch e particular programme is costing e 

em, the concept of cost per hour por trainee is the nest usefúl basis 

tor comperina costs.‘ For exemplo, 1! two courses teach the sem and cost 

the same, they can still he compared on the basis of the number of students 

each course will serve. 

The obvious thing to do right now is to spell out the Development“ 

and Variable costs in some detail. But leave that for the moment. Commtrete 

en the question of whet is the most expensive item in training. Which for 

example is the most expensive: Develogzment or Variable met” 

Mer did e survey of ir:-plant programing; costs. me resulte 

sro as in Fig.“). "(c—.t. Page 3); 

In other words, Variable or Administrative costs accounted for 

something like 75% of the cost p_er' hour of matting per tseinee. Why should 

- this be‘! Fig.(11) 9.3.1“. Pega ª), gives the answer to that one.
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FIG ( I ) Total Cost (Development & Administrat ion) 
per Hour of Training 

(A) (E) (C ) 
DEVELOP— 

# 
ADMINIS— 

___§_13;4 ___m __ ”M “13;; pm 
_ 

TRATION gem. 
Department 

_ 
Operat ing 

Store (1) Sales Register sºas S7 . 12 gtx . 58
J “jépartment ”if“ ""Íãegiuning : . Stoke (21 Salesmanship F’ O. 39 1.93 2-33 - .; partment Sales 

Store (3) Systems O. 55 an 88 3 titi: “___—__ Wma-211 Sales ' ' ' "ª" 
Store ( &) Systems - 1 . 91; “6.. ET _ 8,39 ”Défihfi'i'fi‘t‘-” "‘mi5'§ék5§6"" ..-. " 
Store (5) Delivery 1.39 fiat-ã .. 3.00

_ 

1 & :mery PI ant 
Maintenance 1. 2'! 5- d: 3 , 7 330 _ _ Government Codmg and “.

" 
(1) Filing system . 2.81 3159 6.31 

- "TGBVe'i‘hment Mi litary _" 
ª 

.... 

(2) . Coding ! 1.842 2,09 3.93 “Em: fpment Computer ; 
Mangiªturer Pgtogramigg— ______ _ _1 gºªl—___ _“ 2 . 31 m .. .. Automobile Harª: ‘ 

Manufacturer Standards 2. 56 1.1—3 87 7.43 ...... Aero-Space Missile ' 

Famil iarizat ion 
1 

0.66 'ª (“9 3 . 95 .“ » x 

(id-om: Rumler 1965)
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FIG (II) Camposâtíon of Administration Coats for 

Eleven Iru—Plant Programmes 

Toºâc Coaºpsition of Administration Cost 

Cash Registar 

Salesmanahââ 

Sales Systcwª 

Sales Systems 

Padkage Delivery 

Plant Maintenance 

Coding & Filing 

Military Correspondence 

Computer Programming 

Work standards
. 

missile Familiafizatíon 

Trainee Wa . 
(F:-om: Himmler 1965) 

ge 

Adi. Wage, 

Materiais.
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The hare fact ie that the highest single item in the entire direct 

cost of rurmfiag a training programme is the truinee'e wage. This is 

certainly yredictable and probably applies to most methods o! training. 

What it does mean is thtt if economics are to be made in the direct cost of 

training, the most obvious thing to look at is. the most expensive, item, the 

trainee ª s: wage. 

One way of reducing chats on the most expensive item would be to 

cut the trainees wage - but there is a‘ tenable way too: Do the training 

faster and the faster the better. For the amam-zt paid to the trainee depends 

on the time it tékes' to train him. The results of this can be quite amazing; 

for by reducing the time to train a..trainee, the time a supervisor/ instructor 

spends on training is also being reduced. imã, as can be seen from Fig.(II) 

this is the second most expensive item in the, direct'variable costs. If 
overheadsscosts are added, the results are even more amazing. 

For example:- 

Supposc & Inational sales organization which hires young men fresh 

out of college and gives them a basic course of instructien in the product 

line,. administrative requirements, such as reporting, expense policies, etc., 

and techniques of Selling.“ The compnay operates a two—week training programe 

for all new salesmen. Averaging 10 students to & clans, the company pays 

them a nomia-99.3. salary of 560 por week while in training. Thereafter, they 

are on straight comission. During their first year, they will average 

earnings at 3110 per week for themselves and earn $90 per week for the company.
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Aaaume that the company runs the programe on a continuing basis, 

holding 25 classes per year, and that the course is taught by two experienced 

salesmen, selected at times from the selling ranks to serve a tour of duty 

in pales training. If these instructors were out selling, instead of 

teaching, it would be reasonable to presume that they .would also earn the 

company at least $90 per wear. 

If, in such circumstances, a major evaluation and restructuring 

effort were to make possible equal results-, through a shorter course, what 

savings might be expectad'! 

On a two-week basis involving 10 days of training time, the costs 

are about as follows:— 

For each class. $1,200 in student salaries and at least $600 in 

instructor salaries. hcl-ª; Sl.,800 lose of income to the comany while the 

ªndante are in ciao; and not out selling, and “a similar loss of at least 

$360 on the time of the two instructors. This amounts to a cost of about 

- 

ca.- 

$4,000 per class or $100,000 per year for the 25 classes. (Fig.(III) cd. 
' Page 7) o 

If the training time could be reduced from two weeks to one week, 

savings wold amount to about 350,000 per year. (Fig.(IV) ed. Page 7}. 

A reduction in course length from 10 to 8 days saves $20,000 per year. 

(Fig.2(V) mf. Page 7). Dyer 10 years, the stakes have become quite large. 

(Example taken from: Lott '67).
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Tim is money, and training time is money too. It the mn 
above is at e11 realistic, & reduction in training tine. of 20% can lave 

an enormous amount of money. But how realistic in that example) 

me study (Hickey 1962) suggests that the idea of such tentªda for 

auch reductions in treiniog time is not» as riduculouo u it might at first 

appear. The study involved a prominent American» manufacturer's): telephone 

,elaya who employed .120 men to produce 6,000 relays every day at 'a 

urooturíng coat of SZ each; a turthervizo mm being employed to adjust 

the relays by hand at a further cost or 51 per relay.— 

to relay adjusters were trained every year at a total coat of" 

$80,000 - taking into account the mmol coat os“: training, production lost 

and overheads. The method of training adopted was henna—day's lecture] 

demonstration followed by haying a go at adjusting simple relays under the 

guidance“ on experienced men in the produetbn line. 

Under this system it took about 60 working days :to rash 70$ of 

_ 
the debertment’e standard, and a year to reach 85-100}. "(See Pig.(VI)'e.f. 

Page 9). 

when the training we: program“. the. trainee reached the 70% 

standard after only «ko- days (ao against 60) with the boot of training 

calculated to be $59,000 - a one third reduction in time and just about a 

26% reduct ion in cost.
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FIG. (VI) Cost o1_' training apprentice relay adjuster before and after programmed 
instmctiou.

_ 

ªn
. 

.* 

'

! 
100

~ 
40 

Cost of training 

2; E!I! 

«'Guitar: 

per 

man-day 

Per 

cent 

of 

standard

O É 
., ão 

Days .- .. <....- ..4.” . . ..... ,... 

(From Hickey 1962),

~ 
FIG. (VII) Cost of supervising training of relay adjuster before and attor- 

programmed instruction. ' 

.. . ._.. ......— . .. ”q”... wt. -' ' -—-——._.. - 

0100 

Yam of Won Dollarsípcr 

nun—day 

' 

'Pêfcentof 

mm“:

' 

0 . . 250 
Dª” »: “nu...—".a... ,...-.r - - ._-—...- 

- 

I 

. (m: Hickey 1962)
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But this“ inane au. Look back at Fig.(II) and it is easy to see 

that the second most expensive item in the administrative costs is the 

aêmiRÍStrGtarÉ/supervísor"aliàstructor's time. And by reducing the ti:-aiming, 

time for the student, the time the supervisor spends on training is also 

reduced. So, if the caste! supervising the trainees is added to the total 
cost of training the saving; are even greater. (FinII). Since there was 

one supervisor to each trainee, and since each supervisor sacrificed about 

10% or his productivity (about $1,000 per year) the total cost of supervising 
all the trainees was in the region of ªmooo a year. The introductioo of

. 

the programe halved the supervision requirement, thereby saving $29,000. 

In other words, the introduction of programmed instruction resulted in e 
«, 

total saving of $151,000. A one third reduction on the original training 
costs of $120,000. 

Hor is this unique. The 6.17.0. claim to have made & potential 
saving of £70,0ºo g wear through reducing the average trainirag time for 
telephonisteby five working days - by means of programmed instruction. 
And that £70,000 is the saving in trainees wages alone: 

It is obviously illegitimate to generalize from this; it is 
obviously wrong to say that 3331 programme will be faster than gªz other method of 
training. But that is not the point. the important thing is to valence the 

costs of programme instruction, or any method of training, against the 

expected pay off. Remember this. Remember too, that although programming 

is by no menas cheap, the American firm mentioned above recovered the costs



of programming in one year. And the 6.9.0., having so far spent £20,000 

on the development of their programmes are making & saving of £70,000 

per year on Cheat old course. 

So how much does programming ccst7 

1). Develo ental Costs: 

How much does it cost to write a progremmei The main coat is, 
fairly obviously, governed by the time it tekas to write a programme; but 

eetimates tend to vary, a position that is summed up by Roentree: 'Eatiuates 

have varied from 10 to 350 hours of programmed time to produce, in fairly 
final form, a programme that will take the student one hour to work through.’ 

And anyway it is impossible to say, in advance, how many hours of instruction 

will be required to teach & given topic. Nor is the position any better if 
the unit taken is not the time it takes to write an instructional hour‘s 

_ 

worth but the time it takes to write a frame. Eetimates here tend to vary 

too, and anyway it's impossible to say in advance how many frames will be 

needed. 

The outlook seems hopeless for accurately predicting the time it 
takes to write a progremme. Why should estimates vary so muchº Ehe trouble 

is that there are so many variables that can affect the writing time. It 
me} well be that the programme is written for a special purpose. (e.g. all 
students must get 100% on the teat given immediately after the programme 

to see how much they have learned. Or they might be required to get 50% 

on a criterion test administered some time later: i.e. they night be
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required to remoer half of what they have learned. It nayyell be that 

the programs!- has already written a programe on the relevant subject— 

matter, and is thus already familiar wiih that subject. A short programe 

will take proportionately longer to write, frame tor frame. than a long one 

because of the 'start up' operations comun to them both; the type of 

programming; required will also effect the time it takes to"; write a 

programo. And the complexity and organization of the subject matter will 

also influence it, too; (See Fig. (VIII)). 

FIG. (VIII) . 
Programing Conversion Data 

Length of Length of _ _ 

Subject- convent ional progressed Frames 

matter course ' course prepared Men- Men-- 

level (hours) . (hours) per “hour hours 
_ 

months 

Difficult 20 
_ 

11.66 1.5 699 4.13 
' 10 5.83 1.5 3119 2.07 

5 2 . 92 1 . 5 175 1 . Ole 

“edival 20 11.66 2.0 525 3 . 10 

10 5.83 2.0 262. , 
1.55 

5 2 . 92 2 .O 13 1 , 0.77 

Easy 30 11.66 2.5 1:20 2.48 
. 10 5 . 83 2 . 5 210 1 . 2‘1 

5 2 .92 2. 5 105 O. 62 

(From: 'Drutsch 1962) 

Because of uch factors, it is impossible to say in advance precisely 

how moh it will cost to develop a programe; and taking into account the 

overhead costs as well, the outlook seems even more hopeless: If the 

programmer talks to the subject matter expert, say an experienced lathe 

operator, how moh is his time worth'! Is it simply e matter of 'so nany
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hours is such and such a proportion of a lathe operators working week' and 

cost the time in proportionc ºr should the production lost in that time 

also be included in the costc And how can you say in advance how much of the 

subject matter experts time will be taken up2 

Still, even though it may be impossible to say in advance how much 

a programa: will cost to write, some guidlínes must be given. Figs. (IX) 

(X) and (XI) represent the casting of the development of programmes in an 

industrial and commercial concern respectively: 

FIG.(IX) Cost of writing General Crane Driving programme 

(5551; to Write 

~~~ 
£ s. d. 

Research 2 days 8 lá O 
Preparation nf format % day 2 3 6 
Preparation of information 1 day à 7 O 
Rules (See Appendix B) % day 2 3 6 
Frame Writing (rough) 9 days 39 3 C* 
Checking, correcting, re-wríting 2 days 8 14 0 

Total for Programme 15 days 65 5 O**

* 

Cost of actual writing of 110 frames = £39 º = 73 f per frame 
110 

Cost of producing final master programmes = £6§ 3 'O : 115 9d per frame 
110 .». 

(From: Taylor 1967) 

The coating exercise, carried out on the writing of a General- 

Crane Driving Programme at Stewarts and Lloyds, represents all the 'direct'



FIG. (X) 

Showing analysis of programma costa over the three ast-ages Izrmatígatínz, 
Writín, Tasting. 

~ ~ w ___, _. u..-—._...." .-.,... ...-.. _ .“ _ ...... --... 

; Prºgramme hiep/10:33 BEA consultative Zilmar alea/tlm! Management II:/mm.- «viana-zm 

7 (Rio praca-«'um cm! mga timing for amarram :mrislics a: fim ail-part 
machinery parts I and II 

Description Branding Branching - &c Branching -- text Part i Branching Banzai-Jug 
& (irmaº,-autor . Part Ii Lima: - Mukimxor 

— 
Gruudyzuior 

Levam 180 frames 93 “taum *' 80 frames 725 frames 233 frames
; 

6 hours ' hours 40 minnie:— 14 hours 2 hams : '
V “ 

Cast Time Cos! Tim: Cox: Time Cas! Time Css: Time ; 
Imer-5334333 . £48 , '1 week :3291 6 weeks £97 . 2 weeks £358 8 Weeks £97 2 was:-:s

; 

; % 07:02:11 
' I*'l% 1-€l% Itª-3% 18-8% 11-9% 11-33% - il.-3%, ii.-3% 74% 7-19.; :” 

==: frame £0-3 ºOí weeks 1329 0-6 weeks 133-2 -GI‘- weeks £05 ‘01 weeks 505 'O'z wad-:5 

._ Timing £2425 59 weeks £324 17 weeks {3-1-85 10 weeks :62 891 .‘9 \vccks £325 7 weeks. ':

l 
.; % of (cial 87'7% 87*'/% 531 % 531% 596% 58-23% 724% 72'2‘73 GF:/7 % 654%

g 
. par frame £136 (23 weeks £84 47 weeks :C' rl 42. weeks £2—G '05 weeks iai-õ '(») weeks : 

j Testing - £291 6 weeks 55436 9 weeks £232 5 “fucks 23339 7 weeks £436 9 weeks 
,: % 030.31 105% 165% 23-10,; 234% 23% 294% 12.9% 13% 32-19:, 3: % '; r.:r frame £113 ‘93 mal—:s ;.4—4 '09 Weeks £z-9 «os wçcks Mai «31 weeks £2-4 (25 weeks ; 

, . Tota! £2754 57 weeks 53-1552 32 Weeks am 17 wears as: ' 54 weeks £1353 26 weeks . 

: per (:a £15-4 º32 weeks .5: 5'8 -32 weeks £302 'ZZJNccks 3936 '07 WWW *"ª 3376 '15 “cela í
I 

r , 
_

; ªmv-m* «env.—:**“; - «,.—_Wn-gwm . ' . . 

. 
_

ª

a 

(From: Barry 1957)



FIG. (XI) . . 

Shaving analysis of programme costs ova-' the three sta es I ‘ ‘ 
. . o 

.. > nv , 
Uruana, Testing. ª asus-«tapª 

- ...... . ._ . ._......_ .. . ., -.,. , . .-,

~ 

(Fm: Berry 1967) 

smmmo title Air iegislalian “teary of Flight. Fundanmzlals of Tlse Managerial Introduction :o dxa “: 

tame-men: process aula:/mi.: seat
' 

. 
Pam I am! [I reservation ”scum 

Dasa—Eanes: Linear-u Branching- LinEar' maximum-item Línear— :::.:- 

Grundymaslc: Grundylutor Para 1 Grundymastcr , 

and text um IX Text 2 

_ Length 580 frames 47] fama 146 frames 359 frames Í 

101mm: 8 bom: 4 hours G hours , 

. Cost Time Cost Time Cast Time Cost Tim.: ': 

Ima-3535633; £7.30 7 weeks £350 9 weeks £250 '! weeks £534 :2 weeks ; 

% of total 21.8% 21-97. 105% 1 14% 76-1 % 774% 304% 3-3ºS% 

p:: Emma -_ £G-S '01 weeks £0-8 'O! weeks £19 ' '; mans £1-5 '03 weeks , 

Writing 
_ 

£1530 35 weeks - £950 
,. 

2.; weeks £2555 59 weeks £40 1 week £979 22 weeks 

% of total 66%;; 64-886 75% 75% . flª,-3%, 747% 
' 

109% 1143’. Sta-8% 554% 
' pt:: frame £1-7 -04 weeks 361-6 

' 

04 week: £54 . º] 2 weeks £021 '01 weeks £2"! 'Os VI:—:$ 

Team:; "! weeks , ao 1 week £499 
' 

11 weeks iá 1 week £242 5 Weeks 

% of total 230% 31% 34% 
_ 

146% 139% 13% 11.1% 115% 124335 

pe: mm *tceks £04 '60! weeks £“ '02 weeks {0-32 'O; weeks [0-7 -01 weeks 

_ 

T0131 521 weeks' £1230 32 weeks £3414 79 weeks £368 9 weeks £I7SS 39 weeks 
per Mme '07 weeks £2'2 '05 weeks £76 ‘16 week: £26 '05 weeks {4'9 'I weeks

I
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stat! costs of development. any the overheads hove been excluded. The 

figure on Page 15 represents a similar costing exercise carried out by 

B.B-A- 

It is interesting to note mot the most costly programme has e 

proportionately low investigating cost and that the least costly programme 

has 
_ 

properties-lately the highest-investigating cost. it is e' bit at e 

semen, too, to notice the nest eipeneive - Wanton of Management 

Part I and n at £3,414. But don‘t forget that if 1'00 adelante a year 

for 10 years receive the full 8 hours worth of instruction from that 

programme, thet represents a cost at about 8/9d per trainee hour. 'And that 

id W m and away the fleet expend“; Moe-ma in tom 6: development time. 

_ 

It is expensive, but don't forget to cohpare u «uh the ªffected pay-of:. 

2) Variable costs:
. 

" 

me following table ng. (m) gives none idea o'f-the cost- of 

programe: in operation. at Stewarte and-Lloyds: (c.t.*Peg_e 15) 

The lerthend pert of the table represente the maximum cost that 

night he expected: it is based on the assumption that e machine hes a 

maximal lite of one cycle - about six months use, end the complete veer 

out or two sets of the 17 programmes. 

the righthend pert represents more realistic costs; the eesmptien 

ie thetçtke machine end progrma have e life of about three years - or 

six cycles.
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FIG. (XII) 

Costing for LT.". Workshºp Practice series on Grundyhuter 
October 1966- March 1967 

Number of Students 
Number of Programe: 
Average Study Time per Student 
for 17 progz: me: 
Cost of 2 sem of 17 programmes 
used over 6 months 

73$“ 10 O 

- 94 
— 17 Workshop Practice Series 

- 30 br.. 
- rat. 

Purchase price or 7 “Grandmaster: used - "zm 10 () 

Cost per programe worked 
inducing full cast of machines 

"Total cost of machine! ana 
programe—s 

; 

- £111 10 0 
Total program-nee worked 

Cost per program» worked assuming 
life of machine or 3 years (6 cycles) 

cost of eruaaymnstdr 
to: 6 months .t : 1' O =Programme's used : No - 

7 
ªºl—32— ‘ * ªªª 11 8 

ºf studentsafl x %*1598 
, Cost of Machine: and ' 

Programmes a £38 11 8 cºst ;_;: programe * 5111 ªº º Cost peg- programe: £38. 11 8 
159 

159 . u m “...:,Gcfi 
L'u- ii“ I LJ "_glª bu 

cheªt Pei} inbui- wet-Red an “thine: . 

façu nani—á rkéd on Manim: a hub": in “hunt 5: ms. u'f utd'aénu : zb' x %* 880 hem-s 

Cost per houá worked on machines 
£111 10 O ' 1W =: 18 26 

Cost per hour worked on machines 

a £28 111 8 
a: Sd 

(From; Taylor 1967)
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It should be pointed out that these costs do not include overhead. 

or the limited amount of supervision needed or the trainees wage. What - 

the tables mean is that, at the maxim, the coat per hour worked on the '
. 

machine ie 1/26. The more realeitic cost is Gdªfor each hour the machine 

is worked. That isn't to say that all Magnet-crisis will produce 

that figure - and these pregame: that have adjunct aide certainly won't. 

It's just that when estimating the coat or material:, do remember that . 

programme and eaehihee do wear out“: - and dun-H: forget to add the trainee”- 

...ªs, the administratºr" M., and the overheads. 

3) Total costs: 

The total costs of programming are simply the variable coats 

added to the development costa. A look back at Fig. (1) gives some idea 

of the total oeste. of programing per hour of training per apprentice. 

The removing tablea Figs. (3111), (XIV), and (XV) r.!ve the totals per 

theinee hour, and aldo the 'abSOiute' cost of programming, at B.B.A. 

(ed. Page 17). 

There is no doubt about it - programming _ig expensive. £3 ,ooo 

odd p- code for the em expensive one is a lot of money. And that's only 

the 'direct ' costs: 

What must be borne in mind through all the talk of the costing 

of training in the simple fact that training in an investment, and an 

investment num which we expect the rewards oflzkilled men. And from
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FIG. (XIII) 
Showing direct cost of programas produced from October 1953 to Hatch 1966 i “'E :s 

Programes written internally at B.E.A. ,. 
Air Legislation 2,5590. 

Theory of Flight 1,730 
Fundamentals of Management I end I! 3;h30 
The Managerial Process ".!: 

Indtroduotion to the Automatic Seat Reservation 
' 3° 

sa ;tem 
1,870 

zelephone Procedures amo 
B.B.A- Consultative and Negotiating'naohinm ".,“ãôb 

meory of Centralling for Supervisors "3670 

Managment Statistics I and 1’! 33,00 
mmm R'iiations at the Airport 1, 300 

Air Conditioning in Civil Airliners I and II 1,820 
' 

, 
21,650 

Programmes Written Externally and Purchased by 
B.B.—Al 
How to Type B.B.A. Correspondence 700 

How to Write & Business Letter 200 

How to Complete the International Ticket 710 

Organisational Groups 170 

Introduction to Management Statistics 1110 

Airline Baggage Check-in Procedures 580 

Wage Negotiations and Collective Bargaining 5O 

Abortive Programmes 
The International Air Transport Association 390 
Attitude Training 770 1,160 

Note: These costs do not include the purchase or hire of machines or any 

star! or services provided by B.E.A. 

Wren: Emery 1967)
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FIG. (XIV) Showing outlays, student numbers in 1966 and 1967 and appropriate 
indices qt cost per student hour. 

“1953 1967 1967 f 

Programme Tbtal No. of No. of ' Index Target Index 
cost hours students cost per no. by cost per ' 

instruc— to date student students student 
tion _hout, - 

ª“ ' hour Í ___
. 

Programmes writeen ' £ £ £ 
externally and purchased 
Introduction to Manage» . 

ment Statistics * 

1‘10 8.0 ' 110 0A 70 0.2 
How to Write a - 

'
, 

Business Letter 200 4.0 75 0.6 95 0.5 
How to Complete the — 

International Ticket 710 5.0 125 1.1 125 1.1 
Airline Baggage

' 

Check—in Procedures 
I and II ' ' 580 4.0 125* 1.1 125* 1.1 
How to type B.E.A.

. 

Correspondence 700 3.0 && 
' 5.3 Sk 3.6 

Human Relations at 
the—Airport 1,300 2.0 v 

- 25 26.0 100 6.5-" 

TOTALS 
. _ 

. 3;63o 36.0 - 434 34.5 579 13.0 
AVERAGES . &.3 5.7 

_ 

- 2.1’ 

GRAND TOTALS .19.t50 . 85.6 1,597 7#.& , 2,487 
. 

33.0, 
AVERAGES 

' 

6.1 ª 
5.3 . 

- 

' 2.3 

* Part I ' 

(From: Barry 1962)
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FIG. (xv) Showing outlays, student numbers in 1966 and 1967 and appropriate 
índices of cost per student hour. 

- 

1966 1967 1967 
Programme Total ._ No. of No. of Index Target “Index 

coat hours students cost per 119. by cost per 
instruc- to date student students student tion hour hour 

Programas written - £ £ £ internally at B.B.A. 
Managorial Process 430 4.0 210 0.5: 310 0.03 Air Legislation 2.590 15.0 200 0.8 300 0.5 Fundamentals of 
Management :: and II 3,930 8.0 250* 1.9 450" 1.1 B.B.A. Consultativé and ' 

Negotiating Machinery 1,200 2.0 263 2.3 4.13 1.4 Introduction to the ' 

Automatic Seat , 

Reservation System 1,870 6.0 100 3.1 100 3.1 Management Statistics 
I and II . 3,400 14.0 25 9.7 35 6.9 Theory of Control for 
Supervisors . 670 0.6 . 

' 

100 10.1 200 5.0 ‘meory of Flight 1.730 10.0 15 11.5 100 1.7 

TOTALS 15,820 59.6 1,163 39.9 1,908 20.0 AVERAGES 7.4 5.0 2.5 Í , 

* Part I 
"Parts I and II 

(From-: Barry 1967)
'
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their skill comes the expected payoff. Before adopting & training technique, 

”me pretty hard thinking has to be done about costs. The idea in this 
paper is simply that programing may well result in the speeding up of a 

training course; that the cost of. programing may well be Justified over 

gnu! over again by the results of time saved. This particular idea may 

not always be practicable. There is no guarantee that programing will 
speed up a training course. 

But the general idea mst always be practicable: it is simply thstt 
the high («end it ª high) initial cost of programming is not necessarily 
excessive. It becomes so only when the east of programming becomes excessive 
in relation to the benefits that programme! instruction can provide.
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THE EVALUATION OF PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION 

a) Does It Teacht 

The whole idea of asking 'Does ...,. teacht' is fairly novel; it demands an assessment of a purported mode of training to see 
whether it really does teach, and if so, how well. There are exams, 
of course, such as the City and Guilds, and in some way these do 
reflect the effectiveness of the training undergone - but they do 
not reflect the effectiveness of a given piece of training, a 
particular lecture, for example, or a particular film. In asking 
'Does ..... teacht' the methods of training are being questioned 
in just that way that demands an investigation of the overall 
training picture to identify its strengths and defects. The 
emphasis is being put on 'How far does this particular piece of 
training carry the trainees towards the training objectivest' 
rather than on 'Somehow, I don't know precisely how, but its 
something to do with his attending the apprentice school, he's got 
through the City and Guilds.’ The change of emphasis ig important; 
asking the question 'Does cona. teachi‘ each bit of training is being 
put on trial to see just what it contributes to the overall training 
picture, and once that has been done, it makes sense to ask how that 
picture can be improved; how training as a whole can be made more 
efficient. 

The question 'Does programmed instruction teacht' - or its 
equivalent 'Do students learn from programmed instructioni' is, then, 
important. If it, or any training method is to be accepted, it must 
prove its worth, it must be demonstrated that trainees learn from it, and, even more importantly, how much and how well they learn 
from it. 

Do trainees learn from programmed instructionr Well it's 
obvious that managers won't learn much, if anything, from a programme 
on reading, or good lathe operators much, if anything, from a 
programme designed to train apprentices in the fundamentals of 
lathemanship, however good these programmes might be° And it's 
equally obvious that a programme may fail to teach, not because its 
content is inappropriate, but because that content has not been put 
over in just that way that enables students to learn from it either 
easily or at all. The same holds true of any method of training; 
what it underlines is that it is impossible to say whether or not any 
method - including programmed instruction - teaches anything, in 
vacuo. For whereas it might be shown that a good programme, carefully 
developed, can teach certain people, it does not thereby follow that 
any programme will. What i§_possible is to determine whether or not 
certain people learn something from certain programmes, and how much;
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and what-is also possible is to determine the—effects of certain 
definaole, describable properties of those programmes. But this 
is not to say much about the value of the method in vacuo. 

Can certain people learn something from certain programmest 
There are some general considerations of relevance here; in the 
first case, programmed instruction isn't only teaching machines and 
programmed texts; programmed instruction might be summed up by the 
slogan that it is just what a good teacher does, only more so. The 
significant point is that certain features of what a good instructor 
does have been identified, developed, and presented by something 
other than a teacher. So of those programmes that ªº embody these 
features of good programmes that have been carefully developed, 
what is really being asked of them is 'Certain of the things that 
a good instructor does can be done by machine/book. But do these 
techniques still teach when put in this formi' And, perhaps, the 
surprise would rather be if it didn't teach, than if it did. 

Another consideration that is relevant in asking whether 
certain people learn something from certain programmes is that a 
good programme, in its development, is amended according to whether 
or not students do learn from it, and according to whether or not 
they have difficulty in learning from it° Thus if the vast majority 
of the trainees make a mistake on a certain frame, which indicates 
that the presentation of a certain point causes them some difficulty, 
that frame can be altered. The idea is simple, the trainees fail 
to learn, so there must be something wrong with the programme; they 
find the presentation of a certain point difficult, so that 
presentation must be altered until they find that point easy to 
understand. The idea is simple, but crucial to the development of 
a good instructional programme. It would be peculiar if such a 
programme failed to teach thosezbr whom it Was intended. 

These are general considerations hOWever, not demonstrations 
of effectiveness, and the proof of the pudding is always in the 
eating. Do some programmes teach some people somethingl The question 
can be answered by 'How well do certain programmes teacht' for if 
they teach something it would at least seem feasible to measure how 
much that something isc So just how well do certain programmes 
teach certain peopled
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Most programmes embody what is called a 'criterion test' 
whose function is to sample the trainees knowledge of what the 
programme. is meant to have taught them. And it provides a ready 
means for assessing how much the trainees have learnt, for a 
programme can only be assessed by measuring it against what it is 
trying to do. 

The procedure is simple: since the criterion test is 
intended to sample the trainees knowledge of what the programme 
is meant to have taught him, the test is given to the trainees 
before they undertake the programme to measure how much they 
knew initially. They are then given the programme, and then the 
test again. The results of this before-and-after experiment 
might be presented as in Fig.,(í)º 

The same might be done for a number of other programmes, 
and the results put together to form a composite picture: Fig (II) 
represents the results of twenty seven such studies. 

These results might also have been represented in several 
different terms - e.g. as a ‘confidence ratio' or as a 'gain 
score’. A confidence ratio of 80/80 (eºgn) means that the programme will get 80% of the students to a final score of 80% on the 
criterion test; and a 'gain score‘ is simply the difference 
between the means in the test results; thus if the mean test 
result was 5% before the programme was administered, and 95% after the programme had been administered, the gain score would 
be 90%. 

Does this show howuell certain programmes teach certain 
people% Perhaps ...,, but there are a few things to consider. There 
can be no doubt that there was improvement between tests, that at 
least has been shown. But what can — and should — be doubted is 
whether all of that improvement is due to the programme. For 
example, trainees will tend to get higher marks on a test, 
administered for them for the second time, than they did when 
taking it for the first time, even though no training has been 
undertaken in the interval between tests. Again, it might well 
be that a trainee cannot recall something whilst undertaking the 
pretest, it is easy for him to relearn it. The gain score is thus 
inflated beyond that gain which is solely due to the programme.
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Furthermore, a lot of reliance is placed on the criterion 
test itself; if the measures are to be reliable it must be the 
case that that test really does sample what the programme teaches; 
Eraut points out an interesting example of the sort of failure that 
can occur here. (Eraut 66), 

Still, although imprecise, doesn't the 'before—and—after' 
experiment at least give some guidel If students similar to those 
in the experiment were given the same programme, wouldn't they 
reach more or less the same level of attainmentt Perhaps - but 
what does 'similar' mean heret Presumably, students have to be 
similar in those respects which are relevant to and influence their 
scores on the criterion test; and presumably this comes to such 
factors as level of initial knowledge, intelligence, personality, 
etc., but it is not known just what_'etc.' covers. Not only (í) 
does the 'before-and-after' experiment fail to give a precise 
measure of how much is learned from the programme, but (ii) that 
imprecise measure is restricted to the trainees in the experiment 
since it is not known precisely what features another group of 
trainees must have in order to be similar to the original group — 

and it is on the knowledge of this that the ability to generalise 
from one case to the other depends. Of course, it would seem 
that the most important respect in which the trainees must be 
similar is the level of initial knowledge and on the basis of 
this a rough and ready generalization is possible; but this is 
an 'informed guess' rather than a hard and fast prediction. 

So, to the question 'How well does programmed instruction 
teachl' the answer given is a rather imprecise measure of how well 
certain trainees learnt from certain programmes; but leaving 
aside the imprecision, just how good is a confidence ratio e.gº 
of 80/80i It sounds impressive, but how good is it in fact. It 
is a bit like saying so many thousands of gallons of beer are 
drunk in England per year - the figureslook impressive, but they 
are unfamiliar, we are not sure what to make of them. 
Yet expressed in terms of something familiar - such as, on average, 
so many pints of beer are drunk per person per day, those figures 
mean something, they are familiar to us, we know what to make of 
them, we know whether it is a large amount or a little. The same 
holds true for the evaluation of programmes - a confidence ratio 
of 80/80 sounds impressive, but it is unfamiliar; it is not certain 
just how good it is. To know just how good it is, the figure must 
be expressed in terms of something familiar - and this is precisely 
what is done by the so—called 'comparison' experiment. Programmed
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instruction is assessed by comparing its effects with those of what 
is loosely termed as 'conventional instruction', as a lecture, for 
example. 

The basic idea is to get two groups of trainees, similar 
with respect to such factors as initial knowledge, intelligence, etc., 
one group is given 'conventional instruction' by an instructor, 
the other taught solely by programmed instruction. At the end, 
both are given the same test. The results of some one hundred and 
twelve such studies might be summarized as in Fig. (III). (c.:fº 
Page 8)º 

Does Fig. (III) show that on the whole programmed instruction 
teaches at least as well as, if not better than 'conventional 
instruction'l No - the most it shOWS is that certain programmes 
were better than, equal to, or worse than certain instructors for 
certain students. No generalization can be made about the worth 
of programmed instruction as a whole versus 'conventional 
instruction' as a whole. The figures are restricted to certain 
programmes, certain instructors, certain students, and in no case 
can a generalization be made about different programmes, different 
instructors and different students; a good instructor will always 
beat a bad programme, and vice versa» 

Fig. (III) RESULTS OF 112 COMPARATIVE STUDIES 

Post Test Measures 

, 25 50 75

~

~ Significantly 
superior 

Not signifi- 
cantly superior 49%

~ /// Significantly 14% 
worse 

(From J. Hartley, 'Research Report' — Hartley 1966)
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Do the figures then show that, on the whole, certain programmes 
were better than or equal to certain instructors for certain studentsf 
Again, it can be doubted whether, in fact, this has been shown: it may 
well be that trainees worked harder at the programmes because of the 
effect of their novelty. It might well be that the instructor included 
material that Was not included in the test, and was not given credit 
for this. And if the instructor had to keep to the same points as 
covered by the programme it might well be that this cramped his style, 
the effectiveness of his performance perhaps being decreased by such 
restrictions. A comparison experiment is exceedingly difficult to 
do precisely. 

It has been stressed that the value of the comparison experiment 
is that it expresses something unfamiliar — the confidence ratio, 
the gain score, in terms of something familiar — the effects of the 
conventional classroom situation. The comparison experiment has no 
value outside this function. The point is that training is designed 
primarily to meet an objective; and training should be judged 
against how well it meets that objective. If one method of training 
is judged solely by comparing it with another, there is a danger of 
losing sight of that aim; a danger of saying 'this method is much 
better than that one' which may well be true, but leaves out of 
account the fact that neither of them may be particularly good, 
neither of them may give much help to trainees on their way to 
mastery of the subject. The standards for assessment of training 
techniques must be absolute, not relative. It is for this reason 
that although so much has been made of 'error rates' in assessing 
the teaching effectiveness of a programme, they are not a particularly 
useful measure of effect. What matters in the final count is how 
well the trainee does on that criterion test, i.e. on the objectives 
of the programme. And theerror rate is only of use in assessing 
the effect of a programme in so far as it is related to that 
performance. 

Does programmed instruction teachl There can be no doubt of 
that; students do learn from programmes, that at least has been 
shown; and their learning is the basic criterion for the effective- 
ness of any instructional method. As to how well they learn, that ' 

is difficult to measure precisely for the sort of considerations 
already given. It is difficult, not because of an inherent difficulty 
in programmed instruction, but because of the inherent difficulties 
of measuring how well students learn from any method of training. 
In particular, the criterion by which to assess any 'proof' of 
the effectiveness of any given method, is that the proof be 
repeatable; only then, when in a position to repeat the experiment 
exactly, getting exactly the same results, can one be sure that all
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the variables inherent in the learning situation, have been accounted 
for; only then can one be sure that the measured gain is a direct 
result of the teaching medium, unenhanced by any variable that has 
been left unconsidered. Certain programmes do teach, there can be 
no doubt. And so do certain instructors. But it is not yet possible 
to say precisely how well either of them teaches.
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